A problem in event history analysis is that time is measured imprecisely. Events are typically known to occur within discrete time units (e.g. day, month or year). Discrete measurement of the start and end time of an event leads to a known interval within which the event duration falls. The event duration is interval censored. When ignored, interval censoring is shown to introduce considerable bias to parameter estimates and heighten the risk of inference errors. I show that treating the duration as an interval reduces bias and improves the performance of hypothesis tests. Replications of analyses from four political science articles in leading journals demonstrate that substantive inferences depend on the use of appropriate methods for interval censored duration data.
Measurement and the Timing of Political Events
Time-to-event models -known also as survival, event history, duration and reliability models -have been used to test theory spanning many areas of political science . For examples see Box-Steffensmeier, Arnold and Zorn (1997) and Boehmke (2006) It is true that imprecise measurement is ubiquitous in data analysis, but discrete measurement of time presents the researcher with much more information regarding the form of the measurement error than do other imprecise measurement mechanisms. Since the discrete interval within which the duration falls is known, so are the upper and lower bounds of that interval. The use of estimators designed for interval outcome data mitigate the problems introduced by treating time as precisely measured. Due to the impossibility of precise measurement of continuous time, all duration data is interval censored. Technically speakinginterval censored estimation should be used in any analysis of time-to-event data.
In practice it is important to understand the costs and benefits of implementing the interval censored method. In the current study I describe precisely how discrete measurement censors time and how this censoring can be accounted for in the analysis of time as a depen-dent variable. Then I present a Monte Carlo study in which I demonstrate the superiority of an algorithm proposed by Pan (2001) for estimation of the Cox proportional hazards model (Cox model for short) under interval censoring. Previously unavailable in any public software release, I have programmed the algorithm of Pan (2001) in the statistical software R as MICox. Lastly, I re-estimate event history models from four studies published in three leading political science journals. In the replication study I show that a number of past substantive inferences change under interval censored estimation.
Discrete Measurement and Interval Censoring 2.1 Illustration of the Problem
When studying the duration of some event, it it standard to measure the duration by subtracting the start time (t s ) from the end time (t e ). These start and end times are approximated by a discrete measurement process. That is, the researcher has some measurement tool, a calendar or stopwatch for instance, and the time that the tool reads when the event starts and ends are the values assigned to (t s ) and (t e ) respectively. If the precision of the measurement tool is annual, then all events that start between January 1, 2000 and December 31, 2000 , and end between January 1, 2001 and December 31, 2001 will be assigned a duration of one year (2001-2000 =1) . Note that the duration that leads to this measurement of one year could actually be as short as one day (12/31/2000-1/1/2001) or as long as one day short of two years (1/1/2000-12/31/2001). The problem arising from exact treatment of interval censored time is that both of these events would be treated as exactly equal in duration, rather than between one and two years.
To illustrate the scope of inferential errors that can arise due to discrete measurement of time, here I discuss a synthetic example of ordering the durations of two events. If two durations (A and B) are measured to be equal or adjacent, it is possible that A > B, B > A, or B = A. It was demonstrated above that events of different length can be falsely assigned the same duration. The following is an example of how the order of durations can actually be opposite of that measured. Assume A is a conflict that begins in 1991 and ends in 1992, thus receiving a duration of one, and that B is a conflict that starts in 1991 and ends in 1993, receiving a duration of two. If A starts on 1/1/1991 and ends on 12/31/1992, its daily duration is 730 days, and if B starts on 12/31/1991 and ends on 1/1/1993, it has a daily duration of 367 days. In annual terms, A is only one half the duration of B, but in daily terms, A is nearly twice as long as B. This is an example of the most extreme distortion that can be introduced via discrete measurement.
From Point to Interval
More generally, the discrete measurement of the duration of an event leads to a known interval within which the actual duration falls 1 . This interval arises from the two intervals indicated by the discrete measurement of t s and t e . If an event is measured to start at time t s , its exact start time is between t s and t s + 1. If it is measured to end at time t e , the actual end time t e is known to be between t e and t e +1. These two intervals are used to construct the known upper and lower bounds within which the exact duration lies. The longest possible duration, given t s and t e is given by the difference between the latest possible end time and the earliest possible start time (t e + 1 − t s ) and the shortest possible duration is given by the 1 In all of the examples and derivations it is assumed that the precision of measurement has been scaled to the integer level (e.g. if the precision is daily and event that lasts one day is of duration one, not 1/365 years. This assumption retains the generality of results and reduces the amount of jargon in the discussion.
difference between the earliest end time and the latest start time (t e − t s − 1). This gives an interval within which the exact duration lies. The interval for the true duration (d) is given by:
The interval given in 1 contains the points within ±1 of the measured duration m = t e − t s . The fundamental step in accounting for discrete measurement of time in event history analysis is to adapt the estimator to the fact that the appropriate dependent variable is the interval [m − 1, m + 1] and not the point m.
Interval Censored Estimation
The general approach to the analysis of discrete measured continuous-time durations advocated here is to treat the dependent variable as interval censored on the interval [m − 1, m + 1].
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To motivate the derivation of interval censored estimators, recognize that the probability (possibly conditional upon covariates) of observing measured duration m is equal to the probability that the true duration d ∈ [m − 1, m + 1]. The likelihood (L(·)) of a sample of discrete measured (and thus interval censored) durations conditional on independent variables X is 2 Many authors will note that the form of censoring introduced by discrete measurement is a form of double-censoring (e.g. both the start and end times are known only up to a defined interval (Jewell, Malani and Vittinghoff 1994; Pan 2001; Cai and Cheng 2004 ).
As demonstrated above, discrete measurement leads to an interval within which the exact duration is known to lie, and thus the interval censoring induced by discrete measurement is a special case of double-censoring
Where F (·) is the cumulative distribution function, S(·) is the survival function (i.e. 1 − F (·)) and δ i is a binary indicator of failure. The exact form of the likelihood function depends on the choice of f (·). The likelihood in equation 2 can be compared to that appropriate for precisely measured data, which is equal to
The only difference between equations 4 and 2 is that there is an integral over all of the plausible durations for an observation that fails in equation 2. Note that the likelihood contribution of an observation that does not fail is the same in each equation -S(m|x, θ).
Recall that a duration measured to fail at the m th unit of measurement is known to be in the
If an observation does not fail by the m th period, the next period is the first period in which a failure could be recorded, in which case the true event time would be in [m, m + 2]. Thus, if all that is observed about an event is that it does not occur by the m th point, all that can be said is that it has a duration of at least m, and is right censored at m (Box-Steffensmeier and Jones 1997).
All of the familiar distributions such as the Weibull, log-normal and log-logistic are readily implemented within this framework (Odell, Anderson and D'Agostino 1992; Kim 1997; Betensky, Rabinowitz and Tsiatis 2001) . Since the likelihood function is correctly specified if discrete measured duration data is treated as interval censored, the regression and duration-dependence parameters that are estimated represent the minimum-variance asymptotically unbiased estimates of the parameters of the continuous-time distribution.
Estimation is not as straightforward in the case of the Cox Proportional Hazards Model.
The likelihood function is not fully specified in the Cox model. The identifying assumption in the model is that the hazard rate is proportional to e β x (Box-Steffensmeier and Jones 1997). Since the exact form of F (·) is not specified in the Cox model, and technically only the order of the sampled events enters the likelihood function rather than the actual magnitudes, complicated algorithms have been derived to deal with uncertainty regarding the event ordering (Satten, Datta and Williamson 1998; Pan 1999 Pan , 2000 Pan , 2001 Pan and Chappell 2002; Kim 2003 
Midpoint Imputation Bias
Inference on many components of survival data -including non-parametric estimation of the survival curve, semi-parametric estimation of the regression function, and parametric estimation of the full conditional distribution -have been shown to be biased under singleimputation (i.e. the use of the measured duration as exact). The most common form of imputation in applications is midpoint imputation (i.e. t e − t s ) (Goggins, Finkelstein, Schoenfeld and Zaslavsky 1998) . The degree of this bias has been the focus of much inquiry.
Since midpoint imputation results in a misspecified likelihood function (i.e. equation 4 is used when the interval censored likelihood -appearing in equation 2 -is appropriate), there is good reason to expect that the inferential properties of maximum likelihood do not apply to estimation with midpoint imputed durations. It is well established that estimates are often biased under maximum likelihood estimation with a misspecified likelihood function (White 1982; Heagerty and Kurland 2001) . To examine the implications of midpoint imputation in specific cases, the common strategy employed in the literature has been Monte Carlo experimentation.
A variety of simulation experiments have been designed to asses the degree of bias induced by exact-time estimation on midpoint imputed data. In one of the first works to propose an alternative to midpoint imputation for the Cox model with interval censored data, with a simulation study involving 1000 replications and exponentially distributed failure times dependent on a single covariate, Goggins et al. (1998) show that there is an approximate 10% downward bias in the estimate of the regression parameter and that the estimated asymptotic standard error is 6% less than that corresponding to their interval censored estimator. Satten (1996) finds a consistent 40-50% downward (in magnitude) bias in Cox regression estimates under midpoint imputation in a simulation study with 100 replications and data generated from a Weibull distribution with increasing hazards. In a simulation study of a biased downwards. This is evident in the numerous studies that find downward-bias in the coverage probabilities. The intuition underlying this result can be linked to the work on multiple imputation (Rubin 1996; King, Honaker, Joseph and Scheve 2001) . Multiple candidates are generated for each missing datum to represent uncertainty in the imputed values. This uncertainty is then translated into the estimates computed on the multiple datasets. Imputing a midpoint is a single, certain imputation. In this sense, midpoint imputation imposes too much certainty on the exact value of the failure times. This biased degree of certainty translates into downward biased confidence intervals for the estimates.
The second finding about midpoint imputation is that it creates downward bias in the magnitude of the regression estimates. The intuition underlying this result can be motivated from the perspective of measurement error. Meier, Richardson and Hughes (2003) show that the estimates of effects in the Cox model are biased toward zero when measurement error is introduced to the survival times, even when the measurement error is unbiased (i.e. when the expected measurement is equal to the actual duration). Imputing the midpoint for an observed duration constitutes a measurement error insofar as the true duration is not exactly equal to t e − t s . These findings serve as strong motivation to implement proper interval censored estimation of discretely measured event durations in political science. data available on the web, which implements the technique proposed by Pan (1999) . A major shortcoming of this software -and the reason why I do not consider it beyond this pointis that it can only handle interval censored data, and cannot accommodate right censored observations. The method that I use is that proposed by Pan (2001) . This is a multiple imputation based approach and I call it MIcox.
the sample of durations -with a non-parametric routine adapted for interval censored data such as that proposed by Turnbull (1976) or (Wellner and Zhan 1997) . 4 MIcox proceeds by generating k imputed datasets, where a new exact duration is drawn fromĤ for each interval censored observation, conditional on the i th imputed observation being in the interval
. This leads to k datasets composed of only exact and right censored observations. Standard Cox regression is then performed on each dataset, producing k estimates of the regression coefficients -β := (β (1) , β (2) ..β (k) ) -and k estimates of the variance of β -
. These results are then combined in a manner that accounts for the imputation-to-imputation variability of the results for β -forming the variance estimate as the cross-imputation variance in the estimate of β added to the average within-imputation variance (Rubin 1987; King et al. 2001) . The estimate of the regression coefficients -β -is given byβ
And the estimate of the variance ofβ iŝ
It can be seen from the fraction 1 k in the second term of equation 6 that efficiency is improved with additional imputations, but there is a rapidly decreasing return for additional imputations beyond ten or so. It is standard in the literature to use twenty or less imputations (Rubin 1996; King et al. 2001 ).
Simulation Design
The objective of the Monte Carlo study is to examine the performance of MICox relative to midpoint imputation under standard interval censoring conditions and to determine whether
MICox exhibits any performance short-falls when censoring is negligible. for MICox are based on 20 random samples fromĤ.
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The censoring process used in the Monte Carlo study should reflect that which is induced by discrete measurement of time. If the exact duration is t + δ, 0 ≤ δ < 1, then it is possible it was measured to last either t or t + 1 measurement periods. Recall that a duration that is measured to last m periods can have an exact value between m − 1 and m + 1. Thus, if m = 4, it is known that the exact duration is between 3 and 5, and if m = 5, the exact duration is between 4 and 6. Inverting this logic, an exact duration known to be in the interval [4, 5) -because it is simulated -could have been measured as m = 4 or m = 5.
To censor the durations generated in the simulation I randomly assign them to have been measured as either t or t + 1. Moreover, the probability of choosing the measurement t + 1 is equal to δ, making it morel likely, for instance, that a 4.9 will be measured as a 5 than a 4. This selection maps all continuous values onto plausible two-unit measurement intervals.
Simulation Results
The results of the Monte Carlo studies are presented in figures 1-3. Similar to the findings of Odell, Anderson and D'Agostino (1992) , the benefits from using proper interval censored estimation relative to midpoint imputation depend heavily on the duration dependence parameter. 7 Overall, when duration dependence is negative (e.g. increasing hazards), the improvement in estimator performance relative to midpoint imputation is much more 6 The Breslow method for handling ties (Box-Steffensmeier and Jones 2004), which is the method used in all of the original studies I replicate in the next section, is used to handle ties in the exact Cox estimation.
7 To my knowledge, this conditionality on duration dependence has not been thoroughly studied, and is therefore an open topic for inquiry. apparent than when duration dependence is positive. 8 In order to judge the performance of midpoint imputation and MICox, I compute the bias in the estimate of the regression coefficient, mean absolute error and 95% confidence interval coverage probability for each combination of sample size, duration dependence parameter, and mean baseline duration.
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The bias of the estimates is presented in figure 1 . The most relevant pattern in terms of the current study is that the use of The mean absolute error of the estimates is presented in figure 2 . As with the bias, in terms of mean absolute error, there is a clear advantage of 30 − 50% in using MICox under negative duration dependence. There is no clear advantage when duration dependence is positive. As sample size increases, the lower realized bound on mean absolute error decreases.
Also, when duration dependence is negative, there is a clear negative relationship between the average baseline duration and mean absolute error.
[Insert Figure 2 here] The estimated coverage probabilities of the 95% confidence intervals from the Monte Carlo study are presented in figure 3 . In a continuation of the theme of findings, there are major gains to be had from using MICox when there is negative duration dependence.
Also under negative duration dependence, I find that (1) any notable bias in the coverage probability is downward, (2) the bias decreases as the mean baseline duration increases, and (3) the bias worsens as sample size increases. When there is positive duration dependence, the estimated coverage probabilities range between 91 and 98%, but there is no clear advantage of MICox. Nor is there a clear relationship between coverage probability and any of the other simulation parameters when there is positive duration dependence.
[Insert Figure 3 here] The finding in the Monte Carlo study is that, under negative duration dependence, MICox outperforms midpoint imputation in terms of bias, mean absolute error and coverage probability. The results don't point in the direction of either estimator when duration dependence is positive. It may be tempting to advise analysts to attempt to assess the duration dependence in their data prior to choosing an estimator, where there would be little consequence of midpoint imputed estimation when duration dependence is positive, but this would be an unwise recommendation. A parametric routine is necessary to assess the shape of the baseline hazard, and the justification for using the Cox model is that it is not necessary to estimate the baseline hazard. Thus, if the analyst deems the Cox model appropriate, and the parametric family of the baseline hazard is unknown, a priori assessment of duration dependence is not possible without an unwarranted assumption. Since it is uniformly better to use MICox under negative duration dependence and there does not model exclusively, one that uses both Cox and Weibull models, and another that uses the Weibull only. These examples, along with all previous implementations of duration analysis in political science, inappropriately assume that time is measured exactly or that time itself is discrete. The objective of this replication study is to examine whether the validity of inferences based on data that is commonly studied in political science can be questioned on the basis of these inappropriate assumptions. Due to the availability of software to implement interval censored techniques, a consistent finding of even a moderate change in inferences provides a strong motivation to adopt interval censored procedures in estimation.
The replication results are presented in a standardized manner in each study. A single [Insert Table 1 under an unelected president is not significantly different with midpoint imputed estimation, but with MICox the hazard is higher under an unelected president. In short, many of the sta-tistical and substantive inferences rendered from the analysis in Shipan and Shannon (2003) depend on the use of MICox.
The Timing of Position Taking in Congress
In one of the seminal applications of survival analysis to political durations, Box-Steffensmeier, Arnold and Zorn (1997) [Insert Table 2 [Insert Figure 4 here]
The Duration of Civil War
Fearon (2004) constructs a game-theoretic explanation of the duration of civil conflict.
The model produces four empirical expectations:
1. Wars originating as coups or popular revolutions are shorter than those originating in other manners.
2. Deemed a sons of the soil conflict, a civil war will last longer if it is between statesupported migrants and an ethnic minority that inhabits an area rich in natural resources.
3. When the rebels have a contraband-based stream of income, the civil war will last longer.
4. Anti-colonial wars -those between non-contiguous parties -are shorter.
As "inductive" evidence of these patterns, Fearon (2004) [Insert Table 3 here]
The replication of Fearon (2004) demonstrates that some results are robust to the use of either midpoint imputation or interval censored estimation. Unlike the previous replications, 12 In an accelerated failure time model the covariates are assumed to have a multiplicative effect on the mean of the duration, rather than a multiplicative effect on the hazard rate as in a proportional hazards Weibull or Cox regression.
which used the Cox model exclusively, Fearon (2004) uses a Weibull accelerated failure time model. None of the hypothesis tests at the 0.05 level are different between the two models, and the difference in the magnitude of both effects and z-statistics are all singledigit differences. Though this is the case with the duration of civil war -as will be seen next -the same cannot be said for the duration of peace after civil war.
The Duration of Peace after Civil War
Hartzell and Hoddie (2003) The replication results are presented in table 4.
[Insert Table 4 here]
The original analysis confirmed the primary hypothesis in the study. Power-sharing Institutions had a positive and statistically significant effect on the duration of peace. Relative to the Cox model results with midpoint imputation, the magnitude of the effect of Powersharing Institutions decreases by over 60% and is not statistically significant using MICox. re-estimate models from four articles in prominent political science journals demonstrates that parameter estimates and their statistical significance consistently differ when interval censored estimation is used rather than midpoint imputation.
Also with
Fortunately, it is not overly burdensome to eliminate uncertainty over whether discrete measurement has distorted estimates through interval censoring. Because interval censored estimation is always appropriate under discrete measurement, analysts can simply estimate their models with midpoint imputed and interval censored estimation techniques and compare the results. If there are major differences between the respective outputs, the analyst should be suspect of the midpoint imputed results. Two major statistical-computing software packages, R and STATA have routines developed to implement interval censored estimation.
In STATA the program INTCENS is capable of estimating interval censored parametric duration models. In R the survival package can estimate interval censored parametric duration models. Though parametric models have proven useful in many areas of political science, the most popular model in the discipline is the semi-parametric Cox model. A primary contribution of the current project is the development of a package -MICox -designed to implement the interval censored Cox proportional hazards model in R . Estimate given is the average absolute difference between the average value of the estimated regression coefficient and its true value of one. Each point is derived from the 5000 replications specific to the sample size and α given in the plot title, and the mean duration given on the x-axis of the plot. 
Model (3)
Model ( Hartzell and Hoddie (2003) . Change in log hazard ratios reported. Z-statistics appear in parentheses. Mid = midpoint imputed, Censored = interval censored estimation. * -statistically significant at the 0.05 level (one-tailed). N= 38 in all analyses.
